Abstract. The Burnside ring A{G) of an arbitrary compact group G is defined in analogy to torn Dieck's definition for a compact Lie group. A topology is introduced on the set of conjugacy classes of closed subgroups, and a theorem of Dress on the topology of the prime spectrum of A(G) for profinite G is improved and extended to this general setting. This paper is condensed from part of my doctoral thesis [5] , written under the supervision of Professor T. torn Dieck, to whom I am indebted for encouragement and advice.
Corollary

// M is a G-manifold and H < G, then the fixed point set
Fix(/7, M) is a manifold, and the Euler characteristic x(Fix(//\ M)) is defined.
Proof. We have ¥ix(H, M) = Fix(H/H n t(M), M), the right-hand side being understood in the G//(M)-action. The claim follows since G/t(M) is a Lie group. As a result of these observations, torn Dieck's definition of the Burnside ring A(G) (see [3, pp. 235-236] ) is meaningful for any compact group G.
Any homomorphism/: G -» G' gives rise to a ring map/*: A(G')-> A(G) defined by lifting a G'-operation via/ to a G-operation. If/ is surjective, then f* is injective since then subgroups of G' correspond one-one to subgroups of G containing ker(/). Now for any compact group G, the system of normal subgroups H<G with G/H a Lie group is directed by inclusion, hence gives rise to a directed inverse system of Lie groups and surjections (G/H; rHK: G/H -* G/K for H < K). Applying the functor A( ) yields a direct system of rings and homomorphisms (A( Now in our framework, the homogeneous spaces which play such a distinguished role in the Lie case are generally not manifolds. In fact, G/H is a G-manifold iff G/ nGgHg~l is a Lie group. Let d>(G) be the set of all conjugacy classes (H) of subgroups of G with G/H a G-manifold and NGH/H finite (the latter to be abbreviated by H < G). Proof. Let H = f~\H'). Then since
NGH Cf-\NG.H'), and since, for g E G,
f~\NG.H') c NGH. Thus NCH = f-\NG.H') and //'«G' iff //«G. Also, G/H is homeomorphic to G'/H', so that G/H is a manifold iff G'/H' is. Thus (//') G</>(G') iff (f'\H')) E<b(G), and «/) is actually a map ¿XGO-xiKG')-Our candidate for a left inverse is // \-+f(H), so we must check that this takes <|>(G) to 4>(G'). Since // < f'\f(H)) for any // < G, and (/"'/(//)) G <KG) iff (/(//)) G ¿»(G'), we are through if we show that (H) E <b(G) and H < K imply (K) E <b(G). If H < K < G and G/// is a manifold, then t(H) < K, G/K = G/t(H)/K/t(H), and G//(/7) is a Lie group, so that G/K is a manifold. If, furthermore, H < G, then The G-operation on 2G leaves S1 (G) invariant. We will denote by cS(G) the orbit space S(G)/G.
It is the space of all conjugacy classes of closed subgroups, and is compact since S(G) is. Note that ¿>(G) c cS(G). Now suppose that / is a set directed by an order relation <, and that for each / E /. we have a compact space X¡, for i < j a continuous (hence closed) surjection/^: X¡ -» ^. Then we have an inverse system of compact spaces 2X¡ and continuous maps (/v)*: 2*'-» 2**. The next proposition follows from general properties of limits (see [1, p. 49] ). Note that ¿>(G) is generally not closed in cS(G). In fact, in any abelian profinite group there is a sequence of subgroups converging to the zero element each term of which has finite index in the whole group. But for G compact Lie, <#>(G) is closed since any sequence converging to a subgroup then eventually consists of subconjugates of that subgroup. Proposition 2.5. cS(G) is totally disconnected.
Proof. For G compact Lie, this follows from the fact that cS(G) is a countable metric space. But an arbitrary compact group is the inverse limit of its Lie factor groups. Since the inverse limit of totally disconnected spaces is totally disconnected, Corollary 2.4 finishes the proof.
Theorem 2.6. // M is a compact G-manifold, then the map Xm'-£S(G) -»Z defined by Xm((H)) = X(MH) is continuous.
For the proof we need two lemmata. Lemma 2.7. Suppose G is endowed with a bi-invariant metric d, and d is the associated Hausdorff metric on S(G). Then if X is a G-space with finitely many orbit types, there is an e > 0 such that d(H, G) < e implies Xa = XH.
Proof. For any K < G, define el¡Cj = d(K, G). Then invariance of the metric d ensures this independent of the representative K of the conjugation class (K). Set e = min e(K) where (K) runs through the finite set of isotropy types of * unequal to (G). Since (H) < (K) implies d(H, G) > d(K, G), we have that d(H, G) < e implies (H) •< (A") for all isotropy types of X except possibly (G). Thus if X(K) denotes the set of points in X with isotropy type (K), then
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X={JX(K)
and X" = L)X(K)H= X(G)"= Xa.
Lemma 2.8. Let G be a compact Lie group, H < G, and X a G-space of finite orbit type. Then there is an e > 0 such that for all K < G, d(K, H) < e => XK *XH.
Proof. We can assume G endowed with a bi-invariant metric. If we denote by X' the space X with the restricted //-action, then A" again has finite orbit type, so applying Lemma 2.7 to A" and //, we obtain an e, > 0 such that if K < H and d(K, H) < e,, then .Y" = XK. Since, for any g E G,
we have XK as XgKg , we must only find an e > 0 with d(K, H) < e => 3g E G with gKg~l < H and d(gKg~\ H) < e,. To find such an e, note that by compactness and continuity of conjugation there is an e2 with d(e, g) < e2 => d(gg'g~l, g') < 1/2 -e, for all g', g E G. Applying Bredon [ then shows that (rtj)m(U¡) c U¡, so that the Í/, and the restrictions of the (rt,)t form an inverse system of compact spaces. The inverse limit of these spaces, say U, is then nonempty, and since U¡ c <¡>(G¡), U C inv lim ¿>(G,) = C\(<b(G)). Any (H) E U satisfies the required condition since the projection of (H) to each G, is in Ut. But it is easily checked that q = Spec qx ° q2.
